Cooperative sensing and monitoring event is one of the important applications of sensor networks. Node deployment and duty cycle configuration of event detection in a large wireless sensor networks is an enormous challenge. In this paper, through in-depth analysis we find that there is a tradeoff between node duty cycle and event quality monitoring. That is, adopting larger duty cycle enables network to deploy fewer nodes. Or deploying more nodes can reduce their duty cycle. Both of them can reach the event detecting quality requirement of application. Based on the above findings, a novel subtraction deployment strategy (SDS) combined with the unequal node duty cycle in the network is presented. This strategy improves the duty cycle of nodes in non-hotspots area when reduces the number, thereby minimizing the deployment cost on the premise of meeting the detecting quality of application. We introduce a formal model to indicate the tradeoff between deployment cost and the quality of event detection. Subsequently, we present a heuristic algorithm to find nearoptimal deployment solutions for practical scenarios. Both theoretical and experimental simulation results show that the proposed scheme SDS for event detection can reduce the deployed number of nodes by 11.49% and do no harm to detecting quality. In the deployment of the same node number, the weighted delay of detection can be reduced as much as 47%, and the weighted detection percentage can be increased by 1.56 times without reducing the network lifetime compared with those in uniform deployment scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a potentially large number of sensor nodes that are deployed in a large geographical area [1] . Continuous event detection is the major class of applications for WSNs [2] , which is concerned with detecting events and sensor nodes report data when an event is detected. Many appealing applications, such as fire surveillance, pollution detection and radiation prevention, all fall into the category of event detection. Design of such event detect networks has developed over past few years [1] . For event detect networks, deployment is one of several fundamental issues that has been widely studied [3] . For deployment of sensor nodes, some of the key objectives need to be satisfied are high quality event detection [4] , and maximizing lifetime while minimizing the deployed number of nodes due to economic reasons [1, 5] .
Wireless sensor nodes perform two types of functions: sensing and communicating [1] . They can sense anything within the sensing radius (Rsens) and can communicate with any node within the communication range (Rcomm). The key to conserve energy and prolong lifetime is to put the nodes into sleep mode whenever possible, because energy consumption is dramatically lower in sleep mode than active mode [6] . The duration of time spent in the active mode as a fraction of the total time is called duty cycle [1, 2] . When the duty cycle of node is high, it might have low-energy efficiency. Otherwise, the quality of service of event detection is likely to be negatively influenced. For example, forcing nodes to sleep (1) Theoretical analysis of the relationship among node duty cycle, node number and quality of event detection is given. We find that increasing the node duty cycle can reduce the number of deployed nodes under a certain quality of event detection. It provides a theoretical basis for SDS. (2) Based on the above analysis, a novel method SDS, which differs from those in the previous studies, is proposed. This method analyzes the residual energy of nodes in different regions of uniform deployment network for the first time. (3) Through our extensive theoretical analysis and simulation study, we demonstrate that the proposed SDS can reduce the number of nodes in deployment by 20 .8% without having to sacrifice the detection quality. In the same node deployment, it can improve the monitoring quality by 47% without reducing the network lifetime compared with the uniform deployment scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the related works are reviewed. The system model is described in Section 3. In Section 4, a novel strategy SDS is presented. Performance analysis of SDS is provided in Section 5. Section 6 is experimental results and comparison. We conclude in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
There has been a lot of node deployment research [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] , the fundamental goal of all the strategies is to reduce the number of nodes and achieve one or more specific goals at the same time. In accordance with the dimension of network, these studies can be divided into linear network [13] , planar network [8, 12] and 3D network deployment strategy [14] . Grouped by scenarios, the application scenarios of network deployment include: (1) underwater [14] and (2) the land [15] . From the view of deployment, the optimization goals are: (1) to maximize the network lifetime [7] . Most of early researches belong to this category. They mainly mitigate the imbalance of energy consumption in WSNs. This kind of strategy mostly uses non-uniform node deployment method, so as to reduce the number of nodes (or deployment cost) and improve the network lifetime [8, 16] . (2) Multi-objective comprehensive [17] . These goals include the coverage of the area to be monitored, net energy consumed by the WSNs, lifetime of the network, connectivity and the number of deployed sensors. (3) Network delay and other performance indicators [6, 12] .
According to the types of node, the deployment can be divided into: (1) isomorphic node deployment [8, 17, 18] . In this type, all the deployed nodes are fully homogeneous, so the key problem of deployment is node density. (2) Heterogeneous nodes deployment [19, 20] . Nodes in this strategy are inhomogeneous. Part of nodes own high energy and great computing ability, so in such deployment we should consider not only the density of nodes, but also their size of energy and computing ability.
Recently, Underwater WSNs (UWSNs) have emerged as a new alternative technology enabling underwater monitoring and exploration applications, including scientific, commercial and military applications [21] . At the same time, it also brings many technical challenges due to its special character of acoustic communication, and water environment, such as long propagation delay, high error probability and limited power supply [17] .
One of the most efficient techniques used for maintaining long-lasting connected networks is achieved by deploying RNs [10, 12] . RNs can have extra storage space and much more powerful transceivers to forward sensed data for long distances in huge monitored sites which can improve network lifetime directly.
Maintaining network connectivity and coverage 3D space is a challenging problem in WSNs. Node deployment is an efficient way to solve such problem. Those researches can be founded in [14] .
A useful algorithm memetic simulated annealing [22] is put forward to solve the deployment problem in WSNs. It aims at acquiring the largest coverage and the longest lifetime of the network. And in another paper, the authors expanded the application to the multi-objective area. They used a set of optimization algorithms to minimize the number of nodes and enhance the energy efficiency.
In [17] , the deployment task of sensor node has been formulated as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem whose aim is to find a deployed sensor node arrangement to maximize the area of coverage and the network lifetime, minimize the net energy consumption and the number of deployed sensor nodes while maintaining connectivity between each sensor node and the sink node for better data transmission [17, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] .
THE SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The system model
The network model is similar to Ref. [2] . In this network, N sensors are deployed in a circular area with a radius of R to continuously detect the event [2] . As soon as the event such as fire surveillance, pollution detection [2] and radiation prevention is detected, the corresponding active nodes nearby will report data periodically to the sink node. All the events are random uniformly distributed in the whole network. So the probabilities of the events detected in any location of the network are equal. Likewise, the probabilities of generating data are equal as well. Node adopts the Binary detection model [2] . Each sensor has a sensing range. An event is reliably detected by an active sensor if its distance to the sensor is less than the sensing range.
We considering that the minimum node density for deployment is still able to guarantee all the nodes in the network are connected [27] . Therefore, in this paper, any node can establish its route to Sink. In SDS, owing to the node density in the outer circle is smaller than the inner, the number of candidate nodes that establishing a route in the outer for Layer 3 routing protocol is less than the inner, but it will not affect the establishment and data transmission of network routing. So the establishment of network routing as the majority of node deployment strategies is beyond the research scope of this paper [27] .
Although MAC contention contributes to the energy consumption of nodes, with respect to the data transmition, its energy consumption is much less, so in most studies this part of energy consumption is omitted [1, 2, 8, 18, 27, 28] . The nodes in the inner circle load more amount of data than the outer in uniform deployment strategy, so even in the uniform deployment strategy, the inner nodes still spent more energy on MAC competition than the outer. However, since the difference in this part of energy consumption is smaller relatives to the data transmission, the energy spent on MAC competition is not considered in most studies too [1, 2, 8] . In SDS, the node density in the inner circle is larger than the outer. The probability of collision of MAC layer in the inner will increase than the outer circle. But in this regard, channel competition is mainly caused by the transmission of data. Since the inner nodes in SDS load the equal amount of data as uniform deployment strategy, its energy consumption for competition in MAC layer is similar to uniform deployment strategy. In general, there are little impact on network lifetime [1, 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] , Therefore, the same as in Refs [1, 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] , to simplify the calculation, the MAC layer interference is not considered.
Our system model considers the following node deployment features as Ref. [15] : node placement is inherently random, due to airborne sensor deployment, for example. Nevertheless, it is assumed that the network designer can select certain placement parameters, which allows some control over the position of the nodes.
Energy consumption model and the related definitions
A sensor node is composed of two major units: sensing device and communication sub-unit. Ideally, each unit has separate power control [1] . The communication sub-unit can have different sensing duty cycles [1] . To reduce the system energy consumption, the sensing part and communication sub-unit can be switched-off periodically according to a specified duty cycle [2, 6] . The duty cycle of sensor node is defined as its active/working period as shown in Fig. 1 . Every unit has its own duty cycle since the two major units control their status independently. For is denoted as ς sen in Equation (1), and the other called communication duty cycle denoted as ς com in Equation (2) .
where t sen is the time length of a sensing cycle. t a sen is the valid sensing time by relevant device. While t off sen is the time that sensing device lasts when it is off in a cycle.
where t com is a communication cycle time. t a com is the duration when communication sub-unit is active.
And t off com is the time length when the communication subunit is in sleep. The duty cycle starts over between two consecutive periods.
The power consumption mainly includes: (1) the power that used to send or receive a packet, denoted as ω T and ω R ; (2) ω sen , the power consumption associated with the sensing device in its activity period; (3) ω LPL , the power required to perform the low-power listening (LPL) operations; (4) ω s , the power used in sleep state. The main parameters of system model adopted in this paper are similar to those in Ref. [2] . The device-specific values are taken from the internal data-sheet of a prototype sensor node by Ref. [2] . The values of those parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Problem statement
The objective of our optimization is to deploy nodes in the 2D plane to satisfy the required detection performance of application, minimizes the number of required nodes N (deployment cost minimization) and maximizes the network lifetime at the same time. Detection performance concerned by detection applications includes detectability and detection delay [2] . Here, these performance indicators are described in detail:
(1) Detectability of event (denoted as P det ). The detectability of an event with duration t is the probability that it can be detected by at least one sensor. The detectability of an event is 100% if its duration exceeds the sensor cycle. Although events are usually persistent, we still study the detectability of an event whose duration is shorter than the sensor cycle since it reflects the capability of the network to capture events. We study the detection of any event that occurs anywhere within the field and arrives at any time.
(2) Delay for detection (denoted as D det ). D det is defined as the amount of time elapsed from the instant when the event occurs to the instant when the first sensor detects it. (3) Lifetime (denoted as ): like Ref. [7, 8, 28] , lifetime is defined as the death time of the first node in the network.
P det and D det denote the minimum requirements of application in detectability of event and delay for detection. Obviously, the goal of SDS for event detection network can be expressed as follows:
DESIGN OF SDS
Research motivation
The research motivation of this paper mainly origins from the following two observations:
Under a certain detection quality, there is a tradeoff between node density and sensing duty cycle in event detection.
Quality of event detection mainly includes detection delay and the detectability of event. Based on Corollary 1 in Ref. [2] , the event detection delay is calculated as follows. That is, in a unit square field, n sensors with sensing radius R s are in random uniform deployment. The sensing duty cycle is ς sen . The delay expectation in this field is bounded by
where
Based on Theorem 2 in Ref. [2] , the detectability of an event can be given. In a unit square field, n sensors with sensing radius R s are in random uniform deployment. The sensing duty cycle is ς sen . The detectability of an event with duration t (t < t sen ), is bounded by (4) and (5) we can see, there are two ways to ensure the quality of event detection to meet the needs of application. One is to reduce the node density (i.e. the number of nodes n in unit square field) of network and improve the sensing duty cycle. The other is to improve the node density while reducing the sensing duty cycle. The reason why there is such an optimizing relationship between node density and sensing duty cycle is: in sensor network, multiple nodes sense the events together. A smaller sensing duty cycle should be adopted to guarantee the quality of event detection to meet the requirement of application when the node density is high. Conversely, if we adopt larger sensing duty cycle when the node density is small, events will be monitored with high probability. An extreme case is when the sensing duty cycle of all nodes is 1, every event in the sensing range can be monitored.
Observation 2.
An efficient deployment method is as follows: smaller node density for non-hotspots than hotspots region. At the same time, the sensing duty cycle of nodes in non-hotspots is improved to ensure the quality of event detection.
Take Fig. 1 for example. From the view of linear time, the detection delay is the duration from an event occurs to being detected by any sensor. The upper figure in Fig. 1 denotes an event is covered by two sensors at the same time. The under denotes an event is covered by only one sensor (the node density is reduced to half of the original). The under figure illustrates that, when t a sen of the node remains unchanged, cutting t sen in half, namely doubling the sensing duty cycle also can make the delay of event detection stay the same.
The goal of node deployment is deploying as few nodes as possible and making the monitoring quality achieve the requirement of application. Reducing the number of nodes needed for deployment means cut the node density. Seen from the Observation 1, reducing the node density needs to improve the sensing duty cycle under a certain event detecting quality, which consumes more energy. The feature of data collection, 'many to one' in WSNs results in a high energy consumption region near Sink such as hotspots. The regions far from Sink have residual energy. Thus, SDS in this paper makes full use of the unbalanced energy consumption in WSNs. It improves the sensing duty cycle of nodes in less energy consuming area, while reduces the node density, so as to minimize the cost of deployment and guarantee the quality of event detection.
Figures 2-5 illustrate the research motivation of this paper. Figure 2 provides that in a WSN of R = 500 m, when node deployed uniformly, there is large amount of residual energy in non-hotspots because of its low energy consumption. Figures 3  and 4 illustrate that reducing the node density of low energy consuming region while improving the sensing duty cycle can also ensure the detection quality to meet the needs of application. The comparison of the node number between uniformly deployed and SDS is shown in that SDS can greatly reduce the required number of deployed nodes while ensuring monitoring quality for application.
Optimization analysis of node deployment
SDS is a very complex optimization problem. Its goal is to maximize the network lifetime by deploying as few nodes as possible while ensuring the quality of event detection. This section analyses the optimizing relationship model among energy consumption, network lifetime, event monitoring quality and node density for the first time, which provides a theoretical basis for the SDS. 
Proof. Consider the uniform deployment first. Ref. [28] has proved that, each node generates one data packet in a data collection cycle, and then transmits it to sink by the shortest route algorithm, the data amount of node at xm away from sink is:
where z is the exact integer makes x + zr less than R. Obviously, setting the event rate with γ when node density is ρ 0 and sensing duty cycle is ς 0 sen , the data amount of nodes is merely γ s x , i.e.
The sending data amount equals to the receiving data amount plus the data generated by their own:
Here follows the non-uniform deployed network. When the detection quality is fixed, the probabilities of events being perceived are equal due to the different node density. So compared with the uniform deployed network, the amount of produced data in this case are balanced. Therefore, supposing any region at xm away from Sink in the network, whose area S x → 0, the amount of the received data is ρ 0 δ x r S x . When the node density of this region is ρ x , each node receives a data amount of δ
For the amount of sending data, the sensing duty cycle should be increased to keep the same detection quality so as to improve the probability of perception when the node density is reduced. Then, each node in this area sends a data amount of
From above we can see the loaded amount of data of nodes differs with the different distances from Sink. Namely, in the uniform deployed network, the hotspots region loads the most amount of data, and consumes the largest energy. The idea of SDS is to reduce the node density in non-hotspots and to improve its sensing duty cycle to ensure the quality of detection. The energy consumption of network includes two parts: (1) sensing energy consumption and (2) communication energy consumption. When the communication module of a node is in active, its energy consumption rate is ω T where there is data to be sent. And ω R , for receiving data in the same way. Except these, the node is in idle listening state with rate ω LPL . The more the data to be sent, the less LPL time the node will be in results in a more the energy consumption. The following theorems set forth the energy consumption under different node densities. 
Proof. This paper uses the same energy consumption model as Ref. [1] . The energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes mainly includes the following parts: the perception of data, free, listening, receiving data and sending data. ω x tot denotes the total power consumption of a node to sink at xm away. So we can get:
Then the correlative formulas are presented as follows: (14) where
. In Equation (11), the sensing power ω x sen is consist of sleep power and sensing power. Equations (12) and (13) denote the power of transmission and reception. Equation (14) is calculated with subtractors τ x t and τ x r , which are used for data transmission and reception.
In the following discussion, if not specified particularly, the area all refers to unit square field since the node number and node density are equal. Thus, in these formulas, n 0 and n x denote the number of unit square field in hotspots and at xm away from Sink, respectively, which is n 0 = ρ 0 , n x = ρ x .
Theorem 3. Supposing a circular WSNs with a radius R, node density ρ 0 in hotspots region, sensing duty cycle ς sen . If the monitoring quality at x m away from Sink equals to the hotspots region, the node density ρ x and sensing duty cycle ς x sen of this area will subject to the following formula: Proof. Supposing there is a unit square field in hotspots with node number n 0 = ρ 0 , its detection quality, includes detectability of event (denoted as P det ) and delay for detection (denoted as D det ), is presented as follows:
In the same way, for nodes in a unit square field at xm away from Sink, their number n x = ρ x . P x det and D x det at this position can be calculated by
Let the quality equal to that of the hotspots area, there are
Substitute Eqs. (15)- (17) so as to obtain the proof.
The goal of SDS is to choose optimal node density ρ x and sensing duty cycle ς x sen to deploy as few nodes as possible after meeting the required event detection quality. Obviously, to maximize the network lifetime is to balance the energy consumption rate of anywhere in the network. That is to satisfy this formula: ω
tot denotes the energy consumption of nodes in hotspots area.
For the lowest quality of detection P det and D det needed for application, assume the node density is ρ 0 at x 0 m away from Sink, let P 0 det = P det , D 0 det = D det . Then, the sensing duty cycle ς 0 sen can be obtained by Equation (16) . At this time, if the monitoring quality of the whole network are P det and D det , which can meet the needs of the application. Therefore, the following formula should be true:
The minimum nodes needed to deploy is to get the least value of this formula:
Therefore, based on the above, the optimization goal of SDS is as the following formula:
Theorem 4. When ρ 0 ≥ 5, the optimization problem of Equation (19) has no formula solution.
Proof. The solution of (19) is the same as Equation (15) in Theorem 3. When ρ 0 ≥ 5, Equation (15) is a quintic equation in two unknowns. It has been proved that a quintic equation with one unknown constants has no analytical solution. So a multivariate quintic equation has no analytical solution, either Equation (19) is consisted of more than one multivariate equation, so there is no analytical solution.
In fact, the optimization problem of Equation (19) is very complex. It involves multiple objectives and multiple variables. Therefore, this paper uses the heuristic optimization method as Algorithm 1. The formula used in algorithm is given. 
Proof. When x = x m , the energy consumption rate ω
t . To fully use the outlying energy, its energy should be set as much as the nodes nearest sink. Let ω
SDS algorithm
Apparently, the optimization problem described in Section 3.3 is a non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problem. Considering that we would get the minimum N x by summation if given any node density ρ x and sensing duty cycle ς x sen at x away. The correctness of the result can be verified in polynomial time. However, if we want to know whether there is a total node number n x which is less than N x for deployment without reducing the monitoring quality, in the worst case, we must examine all possible ρ x and ς x sen . The verification of these possible results cannot be implemented in polynomial time. Actually, this problem is equivalent to knapsack problem. The thresholds P det and D det can be analogous to the total weight, and n x can be seen as the value of items inside the knapsack. So this problem is in NP-hard.
Since the problem above has no formulary solution or efficient accurate algorithm, we propose a heuristic strategy showed in Algorithm 1 to approximately solve the optimization problem.
The SDS algorithm is to solve problems as follows. Supposing the node density nearest Sink is ρ 0 , and sensing duty cycle is ς 0 sen . The event monitoring quality P 0 det and D 0 det in this area can be calculated by Equation (18) . The key of algorithm is to choose optimal node density ρ x and sensing duty cycle ς x sen for the areas whose distance from Sink is xm, and reduce the required node number (N ) as much as possible under conditions of achieving the monitoring quality P 0 det and D 0 det needed for application. This problem is relatively complicated, so a heuristic algorithm SDS is used. The solution is as follows: first, set ρ 0 as the node density of the whole network. Namely, the node density ρ x = ρ 0 at xm away from Sink. Then, the nodes at xm away remain energy, so the node density can be reduced. Residual energy is used to keep the monitoring quality at P 0 det and D 0 det by increasing sensing duty cycle. So tentatively set ρ x = ρ x − ρ (ρ is a very small density), then compute the improved ς x sen according to Equation (20) . And figure out P x det and D x det by Equation (16) . If they still subject to P x det ≥ P 0 det , D x det ≤ D 0 det , one can further reduce the node density, so
det is no longer true, then let ρ x = ρ x + ρ is the desired node density. On the basis of Equation (20), work out ς x sen as required. Finally, calculate N for the whole network. Now we validate the effectiveness of Algorithm 1. Suppose that the initial node density of the network is known, the number of node can be easily calculated which we denote it as n. For each node which is at different positions in the network, their monitoring quality P x det and D x det are computed in a complexity of O(n). Then, we assume that the times of comparing P x det with P 0 det is m. That is to say, the execution of DO-WHILE has to repeat mn times. Now, it comes along with the calculation of ς x sen which only needs O (1) . Finally, by substituding the value of ρ x into the formula of P x det and D x det , the minimum required number of deploying node can be worked out by an integral operation. Hence, the complexity of the whole algorithm is O(mn). But if we do not use this algorithm, the original problem falls into a full permutation from 1 to n. It needs a great deal of operations which will be computed in O(n!). Apparently, the complexity of our solution is lower than the normal solution. For instance, when ρ 0 = 1, ς 0 sen =0.5, there are ∼1000 initial deployed nodes, i.e. n = 1000. Let us set m = 10. The time complexity of the heuristic solution is 10 000. But in normal solution, it reaches the number as huge as 1000!
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SDS
Since SDS is very complex, it is difficult to analyze its performance. In previous sections, SDS aims at the nonuniformly deployed network, and reduces the node density of non-hotspots area to save the cost of deployment. For the uniformly deployed network, SDS can also improve the quality of network monitoring. The main idea is to make full use of the surplus energy by increasing the sensing duty cycle of nodes in non-hotspots region. Thus the monitoring quality is improved. It corresponds to the practical application that: when the number of nodes is fixed N , how to maximize the event monitoring quality in the randomly deployed network. x min denotes the distance of the node closest to Sink in the following discussion.
Consider that N nodes are deployed uniformly in the network. If adopting the same sensing duty cycle, then in a period of t com , the residue energy for the node at xm away from sink relatives to that at x min m is as e x le f t = ω x T (δ
)t com , which can be simplified as Theorem 6. Assuming that the residual energy is used for increasing ς sen , the sensing duty cycle of nodes at xm away from sink can be defined as
Proof. According to Equation (8) , the nodes at xm away from sink process a data amount
The largest of the whole network is
It is stated above that the nodes nearest sink consume the most energy. When x = x min , the energy consumption e LPL + e
Assuming that the residual energy is used for increasing sensing duty cycle, the delay expectation at xm away from sink is bounded by
Proof. Suppose that an event is covered by any two or more sensors whose sensing arranges do not overlap, the detection event can be regarded as Binomial Distribution. Thus in unit circle area, the detection delay x ∈ B(n, π R 2 s ), and the event probability distribution is denoted as
If an event occurs while a sensor is active, the delay is zero. Otherwise, it will depend on the sensor number and sensing duty cycle. Here, we derive the lower bound of detection delay by computing the exact delay of every case when the event is covered by i|i ∈ {1, . . . , n} sensors. Eventually, summing all the possible delays up, we get the delay expectation.
Theorem 8. Assuming that the residual energy is used for increasing sensing duty cycle. The detectability of an event at xm away from sink with duration t (t < t sen ), is bounded by
Proof. Since the duration of the event is t and it must be within the sensing coverage of a sensor, the probability is t/t sen . The event can be exactly detected by a sensor with no delay if and only if the sensor is in its active time h x i . Then, the probability that an event is covered by i nodes but no one has detected it is (1−t/ h x i ) i . We also take the monitoring events as independent events, repeated trials. So the detectability is given by above formula.
Theorem 9. The weighted delay for event detection of the entire network on condition that the residual energy is used for increasing sensing duty cycle can be obtained as
Proof. We take the position whose distance from the network center is x | x ∈ {0, . . . , R}, then a fraction of fan-shaped ring φ with an angle dθ and a width of dx. The area of this region is xdxdθ . The probability of delay of detection can be given by D det (ς x sen ) · x · dx · dθ . Integral to the entire region, the weighted delay for detection D
Theorem 10. The event detectability of the entire network on condition that the residual energy is used for increasing sensing duty cycle can be obtained as
Proof. We take the position whose distance from the network center is x | x ∈ {0, . . . , R}, then a fraction of fan-shaped ring φ with an angle dθ and a width of dx. The area of this region is xdxdθ . The probability of event detectability can be given by
Integral to the entire region, the weighted event detectability P
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OMNET++ is used for experimental verification [29] . If not specified, the network parameters are set to: R = 500 m, r = 80 m. Other experimental parameters and symbols are seen in Table 1 .
Energy consumption
Firstly, this section gives the energy consumption of the network under different deployment strategies. Figure 6 shows the 3D energy consumption diagram in uniform deployment strategy which all nodes adopt the same sensing duty cycle. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the energy consumption of nodes in hotspot is much higher than that in non-hotspot. This illustrates that the energy consumption is uneven from the view of the entire network in uniform deployment. When the network dies, there is still a lot of remaining energy. Figure 7 shows the energy consumption of SDS. It can be seen from the figure that in SDS, the energy consumption is almost balanced. This illustrates that the new deployment strategy has made full use of the energy of every node and has improved the energy utilization rate. Therefore, the new deployment strategy has efficiently balanced the energy of the whole network. Figure 8 is a screenshot of SDS experiment. In SDS, the deployment cost is reduced by increasing the sensing duty cycle of nodes consuming less energy when ensure the event monitoring quality. As Fig. 8 shows, SDS reduces the number of nodes in non-hotspots area, so as to save the cost of deployment. However, SDS is different from the previous non-uniform deployment strategy, which only considers the consumption balance instead of considering whether the function of the network is met, so its application is limited. The SDS is the first strategy that reduces the node deployment while ensuring the quality of monitoring events, so it has better significance.
The density distribution of uniform deployment strategy and SDS are given in Fig. 9 . From it we can see the node densities of the two strategies are the same in hotspots region. But SDS uses the subtracting deployment. With the increasing distance from Sink, the node density to be deployed decreases, which saves the cost of the network. 
Network lifetime
The energy consumption of SDS vs uniform deployment strategy can also be seen in Fig. 10 . The experimental scenario of Fig. 10 is like this: the node density of the two strategies is the same in hotspots region. But SDS uses the subtracting deployment. With the increasing distance from Sink, the node density to be deployed decreases (see Fig. 9 ). So SDS requires fewer nodes for deployment than uniform deployment. It seems obvious that the energy consumption in SDS is much more balanced than that in uniform deployment strategy. Therefore, the energy utilization of SDS is higher. The comparative lifetime of different deployment strategies is shown in Fig. 11 when ensuring the same detecting quality. From this figure, we can see the network lifetime of SDS and uniform deployment strategy are almost equal under the same quality of monitoring. This is because the network lifetime depends on the nodes in hotspots. In Fig. 10 , the maximum energy consumption of these two strategies is basically equal, so the network lifetime are the same. However, although the lifetimes of two strategies are equal, SDS has reduced the nodes deployed in the regions remaining energy. Thereby it saves the cost of deployment while keeping the same event monitoring quality and network lifetime as uniform deployment strategy. Figure 12 shows the required number of nodes under different strategies and different radius of network R with same ρ 0 and ς 0 sen . Two conclusions can be obtain from the increase of radius of network R, the required nodes for deployment increases; (2) the number of nodes required by SDS is far fewer than that of uniform deployment strategy. The number in SDS can be reduced by 11.4% compared with uniform deployment strategy according to the experiment. The compared network lifetime between different deployment strategies is showed in Fig. 13 , which is similar to the result of Fig. 11 . The lifetime of SDS equals that of uniform deployment strategy substantially where the total number of nodes deployed in SDS is less than that in uniform deployment strategy. The deployment utilization is defined as the ratio of network lifetime and the number of deployed node: η = /N . Figure 12 provides the deployment utilization under different deployment strategies. Figure 14 shows that the deployment utilization of SDS is 11.49% higher than that of uniform deployment strategy, which illustrates the effectiveness of the SDS.
The contrast between number of deployed node and deployed utilization
Performance of event detection
In the previous experiments, all we discussed are how to reduce the number of nodes needed for deployment and amplify the sensing duty cycle to guarantee the network lifetime and monitoring quality. As we have analyzed in theory in Section 5,
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SDS can improve the monitoring quality even in a uniformly deployed network by increasing the sensing duty cycle. The following experimental results have confirmed this point. Figure 15 shows that all the remaining energy is used for increasing sensing duty cycle in different regions. It can be seen that the sensing duty cycle of non-hotspot nodes is higher than that of hotspot. And the farther, the higher.
In the uniform deployment strategy, the node density and sensing duty cycle of the entire network are ρ 0 and ς 0 sen , respectively. So the monitoring quality are D 0 det and P 0 det in any regions of network. But in SDS the duty cycle of nodes that are farther from Sink is high, so the monitoring quality increases Distance from sink (m) uniform deployment strategy n=500 SDS n=500 uniform deployment strategy n=1000 SDS n=1000 FIGURE 16. The delay for detection at different distance.
more than that of hotspots. As shown in Figs 16 and 17, in SDS, the monitoring quality of hotspots region are D 0 det and P 0 det , which is lower than that of other regions. In addition, the farther the distance from Sink, the less the delay for detection, and the higher the detection percentage.
As shown in Figs 18 and 19 , the weighted delays for the detection of the whole network are reduced as much as 47% (when n = 500) and 80.6% (when n = 1000). Benefiting from the optimized sensing duty cycle, the weighted detection percentage are increased 1.56 times (when t = 1 s) and 0.23 times (when n = 4 s) compared with the event detection in uniform deployment scheme. 
CONCLUSION
A novel strategy named SDS for WSNs is proposed in this paper. This Differs from the previous deployment strategies, which increase extra nodes or RNs in the area with scarce energy, SDS guarantees the quality of event detection needed for the application by reducing the number of nodes and improving the sensing duty cycle in the areas of low energy consumption. This paper reveals the optimization relationship among node density, sensing duty cycle and detection quality for the first time, and gives the solving model of optimization. We find that the above optimization solution is a very complex nonlinear relation, therefore, a heuristic optimization algorithm is proposed to solve subtraction deployment problem. Both theoretical analysis and experimental simulation results indicate that SDS can significantly improve the network performance. SDS can reduce the number of nodes in deployment by 11.49% and do no harm in detection quality. In the deployment of the same node number, it can improve the quality of event detection such as weighted delays of detection as much as 47%, the weighted detection percentage can be increased by 1.56 times without reducing the network lifetime compared with the uniform deployment. All above has fully demonstrated the effectiveness of SDS in this paper.
